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Abstract—Most component models currently in use do not try to provide extensive support for dealing with hardware devices like sensors and actuators. Lack of such support means that software components and subsystems often include device- and platform-specific code, limiting our ability to reuse them and forcing us to deal with specifics of underlying hardware in high-level software models. In this paper we propose a solution that would enable automatic generation of device-specific code. We remove device- and platform-specific code outside of software components and specifying it as reusable units. Based on a system model we then generate glue-code that binds this reusable units of code to each other and to the software components, resulting in a system-specific solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Component-based development (CBD) is one of the approaches suggested to alleviate the constant rise in the complexity of embedded systems (ES) [1], [2]. One of the aspects that is crucial for use of CBD in embedded systems is communication with hardware devices such as sensors and actuators. However, inclusion of hardware device-specific elements in software components decreases the components’ reusability [3]; If a component includes device-specific code, or code that is specific to a platform, the component cannot be efficiently reused in case of changes of the underlying hardware. Therefore, by making software functionality independent from a specific hardware configuration, and by providing means to automatically generate the hardware-specific code we can make reuse of code in embedded systems more efficient.

Synthesis of hardware-specific code has been explored model-driven engineering in general in model-driven approach [4], and in specific modeling languages such as AADL [5] or MARTE [6]. However, automatic generation of glue code for connecting device-specific code has not been established in component models for embedded systems. In most component models used in academia hardware-specific code is externalized – not present in software components and put outside the scope of component model. One example of externalized devices is SaveCCM [7]. Component models targeting industry provide support for hardware devices, but this support is mostly implicit, which means that the hardware-specific code is hard-coded in the software component code. An example of such support for hardware devices can be found in Rubus [8]. One of the most extensive support for hardware devices is given by AUTOSAR [9] in which interaction with hardware devices is done using specialized and hardware specific sensor/actuator components.

In this paper we present a novel way to provide code synthesis for component software in embedded system domain, which allows a transparent use of hardware devices in software models. Our goal is to automatically generate system-specific code for interaction with hardware devices while reusing predefined device- and platform-specific. We do this by first separating software component code, device-specific code and platform-specific code, while strictly defining their content and interfaces they can use for to communicate with each other. By this we get system-independent, reusable units of code. We then use a model that describes software components, hardware devices and the deployment platform to automatically generate-glue code that connects the mentioned code parts into a deployable system. Our approach is based on the framework for handling interaction of software components with hardware devices that we proposed in [10].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we present the framework we use for specification of hardware devices. section III describes our approach to hardware-specific code synthesis and gives an example of the synthesis implementation. Finally, section IV concludes the paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE HARDWARE DEVICE SPECIFICATION FRAMEWORK

Purpose of the Hardware Device Specification Framework which allows explicit inclusion of hardware devices, such as sensors and actuators, into component models for embedded systems. In the framework, hardware devices are presented as software components, while leaving the components free of device- and platform-specific information. It then enables specification of device- and platform-specific information, and provides a way to associate it with software components.
Hardware devices contain one or more required IO elements. Required IOs represent platform IOs that the actual physical sensor or actuator need for communication. Types of these IOs are specified by referencing IO type elements.

When we want to create an actual system, we need to create IO allocations: describe how the devices are connected to the platform. IO allocations create connections between IOs, hardware device instances and required IOs.

Mapping layer allows us to create connections (mappings) between elements of software and hardware layers. When we map a device component from the software layer to hardware device from the hardware layer, we denote that the hardware device will be used as the realization for the device.

III. Code Synthesis

In the framework described above we define a new approach to code synthesis: We first define a way to specify system-independent and reusable code elements for device- and platform-specific functionality. Besides just functionality, reusable code elements also define interfaces for communication between them. Using a system model we then generate code that utilizes these interfaces to combine the software component code with device- and platform specific functionality resulting in a system-specific deployable solution. An overview of the synthesis process and the result is given in Figure 2.
Our approach consists of two groups of code: (a) input code elements which will be used as input to the synthesis, and (b) generated code that connects the input elements. An overview of all the code elements used in the synthesis process and relations between them is given in Figure 3. These code elements are described in details below.

A. Synthesis Input Code Definition

Input code is separate into elements in a way that the elements are independent as much as possible from each other, making them fit for reuse. These four elements are:

- **device component code** – platform, device and system independent code,
- **IO type code** – code that describes capabilities for different IOs,
- **IO code** – platform-specific code that implements IO functionality,
- **hardware device code** – device specific code that implements device functionality.

All these elements are system-independent and loosely coupled, and can be reused in different systems or different platform configurations. Next, we will give a detailed description of the input code elements.

1) **Device Component Code**: As we want to place device- and platform-specific code out of software components, device component code does not provide any concrete functionality. Instead, it only provides a way to make calls to device-specific functions once the system model is defined. This is done by providing storage for allocation data for an instance of a device component and storage for a reference to code implementing communication to the device. We describe how these two are assigned in subsection III-B. When device component executes it just delegates execution call to the implementation code, passing also the allocation data.

2) **IO Type Code**: In IO type code we define an interface that will be used to communicate through an particular IO type. Functions defined in the interface can be used for data input and output, but also for configuration of the communication channel. IO code can also contain definitions of data structures that will be used as arguments to IO functions.

3) **IO Code**: Code defined for IOs provides platform specific implementation for interfaces defined in the IO type code. For one platform, we will have to provide separate IO code for all its inputs and outputs. This code will then be connected to hardware device code (described in the next subsection) during allocation code generation (described in subsubsection III-B1).

4) **Hardware Device Code**: Main purpose of hardware device code is to provide implementation of functionality for a specific sensor or actuator. This includes protocol used to communicate to the device, possible adaptation of data and calls to one or more IO functions. Hardware device code must implement an entry function which will be referenced by device component and called when device component is executed. Also, this code will define a data structure that will be used to store information about allocation of a hardware
device instance to platforms IOs.

B. Generated code

Using a system model, which is based on the previously described framework, we are able to generate code that implements functionality of the system. The code we generate creates connection between various elements of input code elements using the interfaces they define. Code generation is divided into two phases: generation of IO allocation code and generation of device mapping code.

1) IO Allocation Code: IO allocation code provides connections between instances of device components and platform IOs. It enables devices to make function calls to platform IO functions, abstracting away platform specifics. To generate IO allocation code we use hardware device elements, IO elements and IO allocation elements from the system model, and their respective input code elements.

First, we traverse the model for each device referenced by IO allocation and create instances of IO allocation data structures defined by the hardware device code. After that, using IO allocation model elements, we generate code that will assign appropriate IO functions to these data structure instances.

2) Mapping Code: Device- and platform-specific functionality is provided to software components by generation of mapping code. As first phase of mapping code generation we create instances of device component data structures which will hold mapping data. In the next phase we generate allocation mapping code. This code binds IO allocations generated during IO allocation code generation to device component instances. Final part mapping code generation is entry function mapping. Entry function mapping code connects device software components with device entry functions which implement device-specific functionality.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented how automatic generation of hardware specific code can be used in component models for embedded systems. Our approach is based on (a) giving strict definitions for how to specify device- and platform-specific code in a way that will make it reusable, and (b) automatic generation of glue code (based on the system model) that will bind the reusable code units into a system-specific solution.

By utilizing this approach we can increase reusability of code used for communication with sensors and actuators. The new level of abstraction over such hardware devices and the platform allows for separation of development of high-level software functionality from the low-level hardware-specific functionality.
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